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Hell-o & whalecum to the 32nd edition of HSN! 

 

- Musician and son of Dean Martin, Ricci Martin passed away 

at 62 last Wednesday. The cause of death has yet to be 

determined. May he R.I.P 

 

 

- Yahoo has announced that they will kill off Yahoo Messenger. Yahoo is pretty much the MySpace of search 

engines now sooooo...? However, Oil traders seemed to rely on it (for some reason) so it looks like they're 

FUCKED!!! Maybe not, I mean there's Skype... Which only works HALF the goddamn time! 

#MakeSkypeGreatAgain!  

 

 - A hologram of Ronnie James Dio debut at the Wacken 

Open Air Festival in Germany. The hologram itself was 

made by Eyellusion and was used for Dio Disciples (a 

band made up of former Dio members). The hologram 

will start touring in 2017. HOLY FUCK!!! Now they're all 

coming back to life (kinda)! First Michael Jackson, then 

2Pac, and now Dio?! Shit man! We're being invaded by 

holograms!!! BUILD THAT VIRTUAL WALL, TRUMP!!! 

THEY TOOK ERR JERBS!!!!  

 

- Iran has banned Pokemon GO from their country. HOLY FUCKER-DOODLES!!! Over a game? That Pokemon 

shit must be dangerous! Well, if you count being hit by cars for being idiots and not looking across the 

fuckin' street, than yeah, it is. Speaking of Iran, Shahram Amiri, a Iranian Nuclear Scientist was executed by 

the Iranian Government for allegedly spied for the U.S. He was detained in 2010 after coming back from 

America for "Giving the U.S. vital information". Well, shit.  

 

 - Finally, I will be reviewing Suicide Squad. The reviews are full 

of shit! I personally liked the movie. The characters (especially 

Deadshot and Diablo) are well developed, likable, and you feel 

for them too... Oh and Harley Quinn booty. (Personally, I wanna 

see Slutty McSlut booty, but okay) It felt short for 2 hours, due 

to how action packed it was. Which is good, because would you 

wanna watch a 2 hour movie that feels long and boring? Didn't 

think so. Personally, I liked it better than Batman vs. Superman. I 

give it a 4 outta 5. 

 

This is the madassgamer and I'm gonna remake Suicide Squad with people who actually killed themselves! 


